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Abstract case described by the calculaticn. The approachadopted 

One iqxxtant factor determining the lifetine of 
particle accelerators using superconducting magnets is 
the accumulated radiation damage of the magnet ccqo- 
rents. Using existing damage studies and a measured 
correlation betwaen the radiation levels with thebeam- 
off arbd the beam-on, a reasonable assessment of magnet 
lifetimes can be made. On the basis of this assesgnent 
it is expected that damage to the magnet conductor will 
not limit the magnet performance. The proper choiceof 
polymeric xraterials used in the magnet is necessary to 
avoid frequent refurbishing of the magnets. 

Introduction 

The use of superconducting magnets in high energy 
proton accelerators subjects these magnets to darnaging 
proton fluxes as a result of beam scraping and other 
accidental beam losses. The degradation of thecritical 
current of theNbTisupe.rcorXIuctor and theincreaseof 
the electrical resistivity of the stabilizer surrou@;, 
ing the superconductor have recently been cunpleted. 
These studies, along with the existing data on the 
radiation resistance of polymers, provide thenecessary 
information to evaluate the long term performance of 
the Fermilab Energy Doubler/Saver. This evaluationalso 
requires a prediction of the expected proton fluxes to 
be seen by the magnets. Previous studies have reliedon 
I%nte Carlo calculations to predict heat loads and 
particle fluxes at the magnet. Ha+ever, the difficulty 
in applying these calculations to long term radiation 
damagelieswiththe uncertainty of estimating the 
probability of the occurrence of the specific accident 
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in this study has baentomeasurelosses thataretypical 
of the present Fermilab synchrotron, to correlat@baam- 
off activation levels to protcn fluxes and doses with 
the beam on, and to use established scaling factors to 
predict probably radiation levels of the 1000 GeV 
Fermilab Energy Doubler/Saver. 

Measurement 

A typical radiation survey of the Main Ring is 
shown in Fig. 1. This survey illustrates several fea- 
tures having important implications to a radiation 
damage evaluation. In general it is evident that beam 
losses are,highly nonuniform. The twomajor lo= points 
inMain Ring of the accel~ator aretheh-ansfer Hall 
(A-O) where beam injection arxl extraction occur, andthe 
lam abort target located at D-0. These areas exhibit 
radiation levels an order of magnitude higher than the 
rest of the ring arrlarenot typical of the accelerator 
as a whole. Other high loss areas are distributed 
aroud the Main Ring as a result of small internal 
obstacles: in the systan and oscillations of the beam. 
I@s.t of the accelerator ha+ever has relatively 1M 
activation levels. 

It is expected that the activation levels measured 
with the beam off reflects the proton flux and dose 
levels during operation. The constants of proportion- 
ality ren-ain to be determined. To obtain this corre 
lation, one area of the accelerator'la=ated in ASector 
was selected for detailed sttiy using copper activation 
foils and hydrogen gas dosinketers. Detectors wereplaced 
at the top of the vacua tube 2 in. franthebeem 
between each magnet in the selected zone. During the 
paricd of July 29, 1976 to October 28, 1976, a total of 
3.9x10" protons were accelerated and distributed in 
tin-e as SM in Fig. 2. The accunulated activation 
during this period was nxaasured using the Mns4 isotope 
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Fig. 1 Radiation 
survey of Main Ring 
one-half hour after 
beam turned off. 
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Fig. 2 Acceleration irradiation history for the 
pried of August 6 through October 28, 1976. 

production in co- with a cross section of 12.1 milli- 
barns and corrected for decay during irradiation. The 
radiation dose was determined frcxn the amxnt of hydra- 
gen gas released fran polyethylene by the dose. This 
method of dosimtry was chosen because the gasevolution 
canbe easilyrelatedto mechanical proprtydeyrada- 
tion of polymeric mnponents. The nuninnm detectable 
dose using this type of dosimeter was 5x10' rads which 
is adequate for this study. 

The integrated proton flux lost into the magnets 
and the corresponding dose are shown mrmalized tolO" 
proton accelerated in Fig. 3. The radiation survey 
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limits for the polymeric xraterials are for roam temper- 
ature irradiations. It is expected that the radiation 
resistance at cryogenic temperatures will be slightly 
better3 but until more canplete studies have been 
undertaken the more pessimistic values have been adopted. 
For all the polymeric caqmnents, except the su~insu- 
lation, a 50% reduction in elongation has been chosenas 
the limit of reliability since differential therm1 
contractions during ccoldam require substantial flexi- 
bility of the ccqmnents. A nore lenient limit of 75% 
reduction in elongation has been prescribed for the 
superinsulationwhere themxhanicalrequiremmts are 
much less stringent. 

Fig. 3 Dose radiation survey and particle fluxes in The radiation survey D(O) as shcwn in Fig. 1 isnot 
A Sector for period of operation of Fig. 2. in a form readily integrated into a radiation damage 

of i&a area following the measuring pricd is also 
sham. As expected the radiatim surrey does exhibit 
the same general behavior as the detectors eventhough 
it is mre sensitive to the mst recent losses in that 
area as opposed to the detectors tiich measure an inte- 
grated dose over three nmths. For an activity of 
1 mR/hr, 3dxlO" p/an2 per 1019 accelerated protonand 
1+.3x105 rads per 10lg accelerated proton was measured. 

Discussion 

In order to make reasonable assessmarks of canpo- 
nent lifetimes, it is necessary to determine the 
caqmnent properties that are critical to aperation of 
the system. Those canpments iqmrtant to supercon- 
ductingmagnetperformam e can be divided into three 
general areas: 1) conductor properties such ascritical 
current and stabilizer conductivity; 2) electrical and 
thermal insulators such as Teflon, Mylar, Kapton and 
polyvinylchloride; ard 3) structural materials such as 
fiberglass reinforced epoxy and tkxm.l filled epoxy. 
Table I reviews the general radiation limits forthese 
caqmn.mts based on the data presently available. The 
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assesment of the accelerator as a whole. Armreuseful 
function muld be F(Dc), the fraction of the accelerator 
with radiation levels greater than or equal to a dose 
level Do. This can be expressed as 

2-rr 

F(Do) = $, 
s 

a[D(@)-Do1 d8 (1) 

0 

where a = 1 if D(e)?D, 
a = 0 if D(e)<D, 

Using this function the prcentage of thz acceleratorin 
which damged magnets will exist can be determined. 

me additional function would be helpful in this 
assesment. The smle mcentage of the accelerator 
affected by a damaging dose is not representative of 
the actual increase inoperatingccstincurredbythe 
radiation induced degradation. suppose that 10% ofthe 
accelerator receives doses greater than a level estab- 
lished as critical. A much mailer fraction of the 
accelerator may be operating at 10 times the critical 
dose ax-d will therefore have to be replaced 10 times 
within the lifetime of the accelerator. The function 
FR(D) which accmunts for these replacemnts in te?ms 
of a fraction of the accelerator can be calculated fran 
F CD,) . cc 

-- 
FR(Dc’ = 2 ~~iDcl-F[(i+l)DCJ~ 

i=l 
A 

(21 

where Dc = critical level and 
i = numbr of timas the magnet is replaced. 

m m co 

But 
2 

' [(i+l)Dc]= 
c 

(i-l)F[iDcl= 
c 

(i=l)F[iDcl. 
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9 

FR(Dc) = 
c 

F[iDcl (3) 

i=l 

Both F(D) and FR(D) are ~~CMI in Fig. 4 as a functionof 
the wcentage of the accelerator magnets affected and 
replaced resmtively. 

Conclusions 

A realistic assessment of the radiation damage 
occurring in the F&lab Energy Dzubler/Saver can be 
made using existing damage studies and the correlation 
of the residual activation measured with the beam off 
and the actual proton fluxes and dose levels during 
accelerator operation. A ten year lifetim at 1000 GeV 
and an average intensity of 4x1019 protons accelerated 
per year has beenassum&. Due to the proximity of the 
Energy IXmbler/Saver magnets to the existing accelerator 
magnets, a mgnet in either system will see activation 
levels of both rings. In addition, the activation 
density of 1000 GeV protons will be substantially higher 
than that of a 400 GeV proton.' These two ccrnbined 
factors leads one to expect activation and dose levels 
twice as high as those measured. It was also assmed 
that operation at 1000 GeV will result in approximately 
the same percentage of lost particles. The right hand 
scales of Fig. 4 have heen obtained using these operat- 
ing conditions and the appropriate correlaticm factors. 
The reliable ~rformance limits of Table I are also 
indicated. The conclusions obtained fran Fig. 4 are: 

1. The traditional electrical insulators mid require 
20% replacmts with sane areas such as A-O and DO 
requiring replacement once a year. 
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Fig. 4 Anticipated material proparty degradation for 
the Energy Doubler/Saver based cm present accelerator 
oFration. 

2. The thermal radiation insulation would becane 
unreliable in 2% of the accelerator with reinstalla- 
tion in high loss areas after 2-l/2 years. 

3. The disadvantages of 1 an3 2 above can hz avoided 
simply by the use of Kapton as electrical insulation 
a& as the primary caqmnent of superinsulation instead 
of Mylar. 

4. Increases in electrical resistivity will cccur but 
m degradation of perfomance will rein following a 
rcmtanperaturewam-up. 

5. No degradation of the critical current of the 
superconductor or the mineral filled or glass rein- 
forced epoxy is eqmzted. 
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